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"~I could really do better if [ knelL' how 
to, . ," 

"Making lip Illy milld is hard u:lzen ... " 

"So mOllY things seem to happen at Ollce 
that I ... " 

Sound familiar? How often do you act 
without being quite sure what you're doing? 
Are you e\'er sorry for something you did or 
did not do? Do you ever go along with an
other person's idea because you don't have a 
better one? When was the last time someone 
else made up younnindfor you? Did you feel 
trapped or sorry afterward? If you answer 
"yes" to such questions, join the club. Every
one does those things sometimes! 

Perhaps you acted under pressure. 
~[aybe you felt that doing some thing was 
better than doing IlO thing, You didn't take 
the time to figure out what was going on and 
why, What happened in the end? You proba
bly didn't get the results you hoped for. In 
bct, maybe you have learned to expect the 
unexpected~ You can impro\'e yom chances of 
h.wing things work out the way you want 
them to. You can gain more control of your 
own life, You can learn to manage, 
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One way to gain control of your life is to 
see the big picture. Ha\'e you e\'er been in a 
plane or on top of a mountain or high build
ing? You get a different perspective on 
things. You see much more than you can up 
close. You can gain a similar perspective on 
your 0\\"11 life. You can get a "big picture" or 
general perspecti\'e on e\'erything that has an 
effect on you and the choices you make. 

Systems thinking is one way to look at 
complex problems without becoming con
fused. You can learn to see things from this 
new perspecti\·e. You can learn to see them 
as IInits instead of as separate parts. You can 
learn to see forests instead of just trees~ And 
you can apply thi~ kind of thinking in your 
every(b~' life. 

Linear Thinking 

He m l' In hl'l' how \'0 \I fi rs t lea rtl ed to 
think? It \\-as inll'rllls OfC<lIISI' and l'lll'd. For 
eX<lmpll', t\\"o-Yl'ar-old .Iessil''s nlOthl'r says, 
"IfY()1I don't !'illish yOI\l' n'gL'lalllcs, you get 
no dl'ssl'rl." That's all early h'ssun ill cause 
and l'fkc·t. FOIlr-Yl'ar-old ~Iark learns that if' 
he tlll'l)\\-S his toy Ull till' noor it \yill hreak. If 
it 1)1'('<1\":,. it \\Oll·!. \\()rk. If it dOl'sn't \\'ork 
propl'rh-. Ill' \\llll't hl' ahlt- to phy \\itll it. His 
fril'nd" \\Oll't \ll' ahk tu pLlY \\itlt it l'itltl'r, 
and IILl\llt' thc'y \\UII't w;tnt to pLty '.\'ith 
hint. ()1Il' C,llISl' It,IS OIW er1"c'ct. Olll' effect 
becullll's tlte l\l\ISl' ()f ,lllotlll'r l'fkd_ Calise 
and l'fl"t-d lillks e\('llts ill span' alld timl'. 
EYl'llh ,Ir(' IIlldl'rst()od ill all "[f ... thell" 
frallll'\\ork. But n()t l'\l'rytllillg !'ih into tltis 
kind of t hi n ki ng. 

:\s J c'ssie gL'ls olelc'r, site karns tlwt if site 
dol'S Il()t l'at properly, she may not ha\'e the 
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energy or endurance she needs to qualify for 
a swimming meet :\ swimmer who is in bet
ter shape and who outperforms her makes 
the best time. That swimmer gets to try out 
for the Olympics. If Jessie wants a cha~ce at 
the Olympics, it will he more complicated 
than just watching what she eats. She also 
needs knO\dedge of the sport and the rules of 
competition to achie\'e her goal. 

',"hen ~[ark breaks a toy, he may be 
bored for a while. Later in life, if he totals a 
hike or a car, he may not be able to go to 
his joh or out on a date. A whole lot of things 
m,lY happen. .-\s we mature, our lives get 
complex. 

Systems Thinking 

Cause-and-effect thinking is fairly simple. 
It is lincor, like a chain reaction. You see -
things one at a time. One event is oln'iously 
related to another. Linear thinking still works 
a lot of times, hut sometimes it is too limited. 
Cllinplex C\'ents han_' more than one cause. 
Thl' sallll' calise has more than one ellect. 
YOII lIl'l,d tll tllink ahollt complex problems 
dille r(' n t I y. 

S!lsfclIls fllinking is a way to think about 
cllinplex l'H'nh. It is a holistic approach. 
I/u/isfic Illeans taking wholes or units into 
<ll'l'lllillt. You don't just think ahollt a part of 
tlte prohlelll. YOll try tll Sl'e it in relation to 
()tller things. Systems thinking prO\'ides a 
I'resh 'Ipproach to ew.'ryday happenings. Fig
lire 1-1-1 di,tgrams the differences between 
lillear thinking and the holistic approach. 

For example, let's say you want a new \'est 
to \\'ear, or YOll want to ha\'e a picnic to cele
Ill-ate your birthday. ~[aking a garmellt or 
planning a picnic starts \\'ith a mental picture 
of a goal. YOll can't think about just one part 



Figure 14-1 
LJ\:E:\B TIII:\!,T\:C 

Tht' dfcct (E) of 11Ill' ('nllst' (C) 
hl '(,Ollll''; the C,IlI"l' of another. 

C --+ EC --+EC --+EC-+E 

f]OLISTIC :\PPHO:\CII 

~ I am' (,:lIlSt'S alld l'fkds surround 
. a sill.~ll' prohh'lll (1'). 

E 

of the vest. The front and back are part of a 
'whole unit. The fabric is related to the de
sign. So are the buttons and thread. The vest 
is related to your body shape. The skills 
needed to make the garment are important 
parts of such a project, too. So is the time 
available between getting the idea and hav
ing the vest ready to wear. Just \vishing won't 
make it happen~ You have to get organized. 
You have to manage your time, energy, skills, 
and materials to get the result you want. 
When the vest is completed, you judge 
your satisfaction by how it looks and how it 
fits. You are already engaged in a form of 
systems thinking. 

t.::"\ IT 3/:<'lanaging 

As for the picnic, you also need to get 
things together so they coordinate as a whole. 
What if you take off for the beach and halfway 
there you find somebody left the hot dogs at 
home? If you arrive and find you don't have 
a blanket and the ice is melted? You may still 
have fun - but was it the way you imagined 
it would be? If you had thought every part of 
your plan through in advance, things might 
have turned out differently. 

Systems thinking is one way to think of 
several things at once. When you make a gar
ment, you are not just "stitchin'," and when 
you plan a meal, you are not just "stirrin'." 
In both cases, you are also "thinkin'''
aren't you? 

Describing a System Objects and 
events that are related in their purpose and 
depend on each .other to function make up 
a system. All the parts of a system are 
illterrelated, interconnected, and inter
dependent. Because of this, a change in any 
part of the system will affect other parts of the 
system. Just one change can affect several 
things at once, Systems thinking challenges 
you to look for connections even when 
they don't seem obvious. 

The Goal of a System A system is 
identified by its overall purpose, or goal. 
Some s\'Stems have more than one goal. In 
generaL a system has one major goal
to maintain itself, to keep itself going, This 
goal is called system maintenance. All parts of 
the system must work together to achieve 
this goal. 

Visualizing a System You can't actu- '. 
ally see or touch a s;'stem, It is too big. But 
you can see or touch parts of it. You can hold 
C1 picture of the entire system in your mind, 
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14-1 An abstract concept like "government" is 
sometimes better understood through a con
crete svmbol. This \'iew of the U.S. Capitol, 
flanked by the Senate office buildings, the 
S~'preme Court building, and the Congressional 
office buildings, reflects at a glance our system 
of government with its interrelated parts. 
Library of Congress 

just as you can 
start it and can 
plan it. 

"see" the \'est before you 
the picnic as you start to 

To yisualize a s\'stem, \'OU must first think 
about all or at least most ~f the parts it needs 
to achie\'e its purpose. Once you do this, you 
can draw a boundary, or mental line, around 
the whole thing, 

System Boulldaries E\'ery system is 
a part of a larger systC-11l, It is also separated 
from it by a boundan" The boundary defines 
what is i;,side the s\'~tem and \\'hat i's outside 
the s\'stem, Even·thing outside the s\'stel11's 
boundary is called its ;llrirOIlI1lCllt (s~e Fig
Ure 14-2), .\ system may ha\'e more than one 
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em'ironment. For example, your skin is the 
boundary between your body system and the 
endronment outside it. But you breathe in 
oxygen and exhale carbon dioxide. You take 
in food and excrete waste. You are interactive 
,,:ith, the environment, but your boundary 
stays the same. 

Types of System There are many 
t~"pes of system. Each is endos,ed within its 
boundary. A physical system is part of na
ture, It is the nonlidng parts made up of 
chemical elements like carbon, hydrogen, 
oxygen, and nitrogen. It indU(les atoms and 
molecules. It includes the physical forces that 
hold them together, like gravity and \'e!odty. 



Figure 14·2 In this illustration, the system is 
shown in relation to a near CI1c;ironment that 
influences it most directly. Indirect influences 
come from the far endronment. You can think 
of the system as yourself, or your family, or 
your neicrhborhood. In each case, the vie\\! 
shifts. \\7hen you are the system, your family is 
part of Your near environment. \Vhen your 
family bt;comes the system, how does ihis ~ic. 
{ure change? What is its near environment. 

Natural systems also include lakes, 
mountains, rivers, oceans, prairies, tundras, 
forests, grasslands, and such forces as \vind, 
rain, and snow. :t\atural systems become the 
lifespace, or habitat, of living species. A spe
cies is a living system of interrelated plants or 
animals. The natural system and the living 
system can be studied as a unit. In this case, 
they become an ecosystem. 

A social system is made up of interacting 
human beings. Instead of seeing vast num· 
bers of isolated human beings, we group 
them in social systems. Clans, tribes, and 
families are social systems. Because a family 
and its habitat provide a lifespace for a human 
group, it has been regarded as an ecosystem 
in Chapter 4. By looking at a family as an 
ecosystem, we see what families of different 
kinds in different times and places ha\'e in 
common. They all meet the life-support 
needs of their members. 

Human beings create various systems for 
various reasons. Economic systems regulate 
the production and distribution of goods and 
services. Political systems control the distri. 
bution and exercise of power. Mechanical 
systems are products of human invention. 
They are the results of our technology. 

A transportation system is devised to 
move people and goods. For example, cars, 
buses, traffic lights, highways, subways, air
planes, bridges, railroads, and traffic laws are 
all related. They are parts of the transporta
tion system. If any part of the transportation 

14-2 In this bird's-eye view of a transportatior 
system, you can see how different elements
railroads, tracks, trucks, passenger cars, and 
highways-work together toward a common 
goal of moving people and goods. 
5 umitomo ),1 ctal A merica Inc. 
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" ... stem breaks down, something will happen 
"~ f h 'n other parts 0 t e system. 

1 What happens if a bridge is closed? What 
" happens when an accident blocks traffic? 

,,' What happens if a traffic light fails to function 
, ' properly? Isn't each part of the system im

'" portant to the whole? What if everything 
, goeS wrong at once? The system would be in 

big trouble, wouldn't it? It 'would not be sen.'-
. ing its purpose. 

Do you look at speakers, tuners, and am
plifiers as separate items? Don't you call 
them a stereo system? They work together to 
bring you the musical pleasure you want. 

Consider your experience as a student. 
. students, teachers, administrators, schools, 
, school boards, textbooks, janitors, class

rooms, laboratories, and school buses are 
all part of the education system. Why? Be

they are all related to the purpose of 

The same person, thing, or event can be 
of more than one system. You are part 

the social system, the economic: system, 
and the education system. A school bus is 
part of the transportation system ami the 
education system. 

, . 
Systems Interface The place where 

. ·the boundary of one system meets the 
boundary of another system is called the sys
tems interface. For example, your family 

. system interfaces with the natural system, 
'the economic system, and the education sys

. \Vhere systems interface, traTlsactions 

, take place. Tw~ basic system transactions are 
the exchange of energy and the exchange of 
information. The system needs energy to do 

, its work. It needs information to do its work 
properly. A system can exchange energy or 

" .. information with more than one system. 
~ . ~ 

SYSTDIS PnOCESs E'\EI1C\ .,,-,,1) 
l'\rOR\I.HIO:\ 
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A system's efficiency depends on how 
well it processes energy and information. 
Whatever enters the system from outside and 
whatever activates it from inside are called 
inputs. An input to the system, therefore, 
can come from both inside arid outside its 
boundary. For example, the message "Lunch 
is ready" is an input. So is the physiological 
message 'Tm hungry." The first input comes 
from outside, the other from inside, your 
living system. Inputs are a stimulus. The 
system must respond. The system responds 
by acting on the stimulus. These actions are 
processes. 

The input must be processed. Because 
inputs are just "passing through" the system, 
processes are also called throughputs. A 
throughput is any process that changes or 
acts on the input. When input has been pro
cessed, it leaves the system as output (see 
Figure 14-3). For example, food is an input to 
your body system. It is processed into nutri
ents your body can use and wastes your body 
cannot use. Digestion is a throughput. En
ergy to do work is an output. So is body 
waste . 

Outputs are inputs that have been 
changed, used, or just moved through the 
system as a result of various processes. For 
example, information may enter the system . 
If not processed and used, information leaves 
the system as it entered. The input may be 
wholly or only partly changed. If your mother 
inputs the message "Lunch is ready," and 
your body inputs the message 'Tm hungry," 
you eat your lunch. If your mother inputs the 
same message, but your body message is "I'm 
not hungry," there is a different outcome. 
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Figure 14·3 Anvthing that enters a system 
may be changed by processes or activities that 
occur in the system. The input goes into the 
system. The input is put through the system 
(i.e., processed). The changed input leaves the 
system as output. 

I~PUT 

You don't eat your lunch. But there is another 
possibility. Your culture may teach that it is 
improper to refuse food when it is offered. In 
that case, the message 'Tm not hungry" may 
be overridden. You eat even when you are 
not hungry. 

The Role of Feedback 

Fecdback is a special kind of input. It is 
output that returns or "feeds back" to the 
system that originated it. It returns to where 
it started, making a fccdback loop (see Fig
ure 14-4). Feedback makes it possible for sys
tems to change their operation. Feedback 
loops let the system know how \vell it is 
achie\'ing its goal. Positice fecdback is a "yes" 
message. It sen'es as a green light. It tells the 
system that it is "okay" to continue as it has 
been or that its goal has been reached. You 
can get feedback in the form of a smile from 
your mom when ~'Oll eat your lunch, It can 
also come from your internal feeling of satis
faction after eating. 

;\'cgatil'c feedback is a "no" message. It 
informs the system to change what it is doing 
in order to function properly. If you tell your 
mother "I'm not hungry" on hearing that 
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Figure 14·4 When output returns as input to 
the system that producea it, it creates feed· 
back, or a feedback loop. 

Feedback Loop 

/4;-" 

I 

"Lunch is ready," her frown provides you 
with negative feedback! 

;"lechanical systems operate on the prin
ciple of feedback. Take the case of a room 
humidifier. It is a mechanical system de
signed to regulate the amount of moisture in 
the air. That is its only purpose. If the water 
in the system evaporates, the motor stops. A 
red light goes on. This is a signal to "input" 
water. When this is done, the red light goes 
off and the system resumes its work. 

Your body is something like this. In your ' 
body system, thirst is a signal that it is time 
for you the system's operator-to take in 
or input water. Once you meet this need, by 
drinking (throughputting) water, you are no 
longer thirsty. 

!'.Iodern !i\'ing requires that you be aware 
of the role of feedback in many areas of your 
life. Another mechanical system with which 
you are familiar is the refrigerator. It is a 
self-regulating system-once its controls are 
set. There is a "set point" that controls tem
perature. A thermostat provides feedback. 
When the refrigerator's temperature drops 
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below the set point, it gets too cold. If the 
temperature goes above the set point, the 
refrigerator gets too warm. The thermostat 
registers this information. It sets the machine 
in motion to bring the temperature to the 
desired level. So long as the thermostat and 
the rest of the machinery are in working or
der, the refrigeration system performs its 
function. 

Feedback Loops 

The pathway that feedback takes to return 
to the svstem that produced it is called a 
feedback loop. Some feedback loops are sim
ple. They are short and direct. For instance, 
someone you want to please thanks you for a 
favor. That is a simple, direct feedback loop. 
If that person tells your teacher and your 
teacher tells your neighbor and your neigh
bor tells your parents and your parents tell 
you how pleased they are to hear good things 
about you that's a longer, indirect feed
back loop! 

Biofeedback: A Special Case 

Your bodv is more complicated than any 
machine. It has a number offeedback loops 
that must all work together to keep you in 
physical and mental health. Among these are 
feedback from your respiratory, circulatory, 
skeletal, digestive, and nervous systems. 
Your bodv svstem can keep itself operating 
properly' by means of biofeedback. Bio
feedback is provided by the organism itself. 
Some biofeedback is autcmatic. Thirst is an 
example. Some biofeedba;:~k is controlled by 
the individual. For examnle, some people 
can change their heart or p~lse rate by medi
tating. Some can block pain messages 
through an exercise of wilL 
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Your Body System 

Your skin is the boundary between your 
body system and its many environments. 
Your skin and other sense organs interface 
with your environment. They input informa
tion for vour brain to process. This informa
tion com'es in many forms, such as sensations. 
For example, your skin registers pressure. It 
registers changes in temperature. Your brain 
interprets this input. It translates it into 
concepts such as "It is cold," or "It is getting 
hot." Your skin may "output" perspiration or 
"gooseflesh." These reactions may solve the 
problem. Or you may act on this information 
in other ways. You can change your environ
ment. You may open or close a window. You 

14-3 The human body is a system of inter
related interconnected, and interdependent 
parts. Proper food, air, rest, and sleep are in
puts. E:..ercise is a ~hroughl?~t that keeps the 
svstem fit and provides positiye feedback a 
good appetite, a reserve of ~nergy and endur
ance, and a sense of well-bemg. 
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may drink some warm soup. You may put on 
or take off clothes. You can turn the thermo
stat in the room up or down. You can move 
closer to a stovc, fireplace, or radiator. You 
can do any or all of these things. To date, no 
mechanical system has been designed that 
can act as quickly or respond in so many ways 
a's a human being can. 

Maintaining a System 

To maintain itself, a system must keep its 
inputs and outputs balanced. This balanced 
state is called equilibrium. Equilibrium is 
constantly being maintained by feedback 
loops. Equilibrium does not mean that things 
shl\' the same. The\' change. But the svstem 
as :1 whole stays th~ same~ This is cal\~d dy
/lamic equilibriulll. You can visualize dvnam
ic equilibrium by thinking of a piece ~f mo
bile sculpture. 

Each part of the sculpture is connected to 
the others. If one part 'moves, so do the oth
ers. The same parts end up in a lot of differ
ent positions. It mil\" not alw<\\'s look the 
same. But the sculpture as a ,,:hole is the 
same. It is a unit in interaction. The parts are 
in dynamic equilibrium. So, too, with a hu
man being. YOll are a lh'ing system whose 
subsystems mllst remain in dynamic equi
librium. This is a state of wellness -or posi
th'c physic:al, ment,ll, and social health. 

'Seeds and Wants: Programmed 
Inputs In Unit 1, we discussed the hier
archy of human needs as described In' ;"Ias
lo\\', Human needs are inputs progn~mmed 
into \IS as members of the human species. 
\\'ants are inputs programmed by the cul
ture. \\'e must le,lrl1 to separate needs from 
wants. For example, \\'l1en ;\Iax wakes lip and 
says, '"I am hungry," he is responding to a 
programmed biological need for fooel. \ \'hen 
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his brother asks him what he wants for break. 
fast, and he SlH'S, "Cornflakes and milk" tho 
.. .. . . d b hi' IS want IS programme y t e cu ture. Max 
has learned to want cornflakes and milk for 
breakfast. 

If ~Iax lived in France, he might answer 
his brothers question by saying, "Brioche et 
chocolat." He is stating his preference for a 
roll and cocoa. If;\lax were a Hispanic Ameri. 
can, he might request "Frijoles refritos y 
cafe." This would tell his brother that he 
wants refried beans and coffee. The need is 
the same in each case. How it is met is influ
enced by the culture each person lives in 
Cultural preferences are also an input. . 

The basic human program exists from 
hirth. It is in your chromosomes and genes. 
It is part of the genetic code discussed in 
Chapter 2. In each of us it is reprogrammed 
by the culture in which we live. Both the 
need and the want are system inputs that 
must he processed together. 

Stress: System Orerload Systems 
need inputs to maintain themselves. But sys
tems may become overloaded, They may try 
to do too much. A system becomes over
loaded when it has too many inputs or when 
inputs come too quickly to be processed effi
cien tly. If the load is too heavy, parts of the 
system start to break down. If the system' 
cannot recover, other parts are soon affected. 
The entire system starts to break down. It 
cannot function properly. The result of such 
system overload is stress on the system. Ex
treme stress ends in disequilibrium and the 
hreakdown of the whole system. 

Restoring Equilibrium To restore it· 
self, a living system must adjust its behavior 
to keep inputs and outputs in balance. It does 
this through complex feedback loops. Some· 
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ts for break. - times, it is necessary to intervene in this pro-
I milk," this Applying Systems Thinking cess. For example, doctors do this when they 
alture. Max in Everyday Life diagnose disease. They may restore equi-
lnd milk for How can you use systems thinking in every-

librium by replacing parts of a damaged sys-day life? Below are two examples of how you 
tern as, for example, when they do a heart 

ight anSWer 
can examine some things you take for granted 

bypass operation. The bypass operation is a fr~m a systems perspective. Let's say in one 
"Brioche et case that your goal is to make butter. In the way to restore a feedback loop in the eircu-
~rence for a other. your goal is to be healthy. latory system. It helps the overloaded system 
·anic Amen. to recover. 
'i refritos y Butter Health Natural systems may also be stressed be-
ler that he INPUTS Cream Heredity cause of overload. This happens when hu-
rhe need is Energy Environment mans dump toxic wastes in natural systems. 
met is influ. Churn Your body Later they may have to intervene in order to 
on lives in. Know-how systems restore the natural system to health. They 
input. Time Good food introduce waste treatment plants or other 
exists from Standards of Sunlight 

measures to maintain our ecosystem. taste Fresh air and genes. 
Pure water 

liscussed in Health 
rogrammed knowledge SrSTDIS THI~I.:I\'G FOR E\·£HYD.\Y LIFE 
'. Both the 
inputs that THROUGH· Churning Wise eating Systems thinking can help you analyze a 

PUTS Not adding Dieting problem in everyday life so you can see all its 
(including salt Exercising related parts. Once you learn to use systems 

Systems PRO- Adding salt Sleeping and terms, you can use them to describe many 
('s. But sys· CESSES) resting different systems. Most important, you can 
ley may try 

OUTPUT(S) Sweet butter Health 
program yourself in ways that help you 

omes over· maintain your own system - your "self 
'Its or when Salt butter Fitness 

Ices sed effi· Buttermilk Good looks system" -at peak performance. This ability 

Good feelings allows you to manage the events that affect 
parts of the your daily life. In effect, it allows you to de-
the system 

FEED- + Fresh, + Improved sign your own life in the way you choose to 
(m 41ffected. BACK tasty health program yourself. 
lk down. It + Positive butter Information processing offers you a way to 
..;ult of such - Negative - Butter - Fatigue sort through many inputs. It can help you 
,,·stem. Ex· that is too and physi- defuse the time bomb of system overload ere-1;111 and the salty, not cal prob- ated by constant frustration and stress. You 

salty lems can process information to help you make 
enough. (maybe choices that meet your needs and satisfy your 

I restore it· or has too from 
wants reasonably well. much "overdoing ts behavior 

buttermilk it") A calculator can process numbers. A corn-
Ice. It does in it puter can process data and words. You can do 
,)ps. SOIlle- . these things, too. Computers do many hum-
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drum tasks. They do many complex ones, 
also. But human beings are more compli
cated than the most advanced computer. The 
information processing that is related to your 

well-being takes place in your brain. 1 
most creative decisions and choices are up 
you. That is because you are not a machiI 
You are a human being. 

Check It Out 

1. What are the differences between cause-and-effect thinking and 
systems thinking? 

2. Describe different kinds of systems. 

3. How do systems interact with each other? 

4. How does feedback affect a system? 

5. What are the differences between needs and wants? 

Decision Path One 
Manage a Store (Retail Outlet) 

Step 1. Look over the chart of retail outlets on pages 438-439. 
Compare the types of services. Select three different 
types of stores that you might like to manage. 

Decision Path Two 
Manage a Summer Recreation Program 

Step 1. Contact the recreation department in your community. 
Find out the types of recreational activities offered. 

Decision Path Three 
Design and 'Market aNew Product or Service 

This activity has two parallel plans - designing and marketing. 
Any new or altered product or service has a design/production phase 
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and a marketing/distribution/sales phase. This Path can be done by 
one or two people or by a team. Each plan is separate, yet side by side. 
The design/production phase usually begins first. The marketing! 
distribution/sales phase usually starts shortly thereafter. 

Step 1. Select the product or service in the following way. 
Identify products or services that are in demand ac
cording to newspaper articles, "interview on the street" 
surveys, and opinion polls along with your own knowl
edge, experience, and skills. For example, you might 
decide to produce and sell holiday craft items such 
as tree ornaments, felt-covered cans to hold pencils 
and pens, or sets of paper or fabric gift bags with 
drawstrings. 

Decision Path Four 
Plan a \Vedding 

Step 1. Plan interviews with at least six people about their 
weddings. Prepare a list of questions for your inter
viewees and an interdew log to record responses, Ask 
about the hour, day, and month of the wedding; attire; 
number in the wedding party; preliminary e\'ents such 
as engagement parties, showers, rehearsal dinners, etc, 




